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Water Act 1945
1945 CHAPTER 42

PART IV

POWERS AND DUTIES OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND WATER UNDERTAKERS.

Extension of powers and duties of local authorities under the Public Health Act, 1936.

29 Amendment of s. 137 of the Public Health Act, 1936.

(1) For subsection (1) of section one hundred and thirty-seven of the Public Health Act,
1936 (which requires new houses to be provided with a sufficient water supply) there
shall be substituted the following subsection:—

“(1) Where plans of a house are, in accordance with building byelaws, deposited
with a local authority, the authority shall reject the plans unless there is put
before them a proposal which appears to them to be satisfactory for providing
the occupants of the house with a supply of wholesome water sufficient for
their domestic purposes—

(a) by connecting the house to a supply 0: water in pipes provided by the
local authority or other statutory water undertakers; or

(b) if in all the circumstances it is not reasonable to require the house to
be connected as aforesaid, by otherwise taking water into the house
by means of a pipe; or

(c) if in all the circumstances neither of the preceding alternatives can
reasonably be required, by providing a supply of water within a
reasonable distance of the house;

and the authority are satisfied that the proposal can and will be carried into
effect.

Any question arising under this subsection between a local authority and the
person by whom, or on whose behalf, plans are deposited as to whether the
local authority ought to pass the plans may on the application of that person
be determined by a court of summary jurisdiction.”
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(2) In subsection (2) of the said section one hundred and thirty-seven for the words "
for the domestic purposes of the inmates being provided in, or within a reasonable
distance of, the house " there shall be substituted the words " for the domestic purposes
of the occupants. "


